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We extend the fictitious source superposition method in order to model linear defects in photonic woodpiles, and
we use themethod tomodel a waveguide that is created by changing either the radius or refractive index of a single
rod of an infinite woodpile composed of chalcogenide glass cylinders. In one instance, a nearly constant disper-
sion was observed over a sizable kx interval, where kx is the Bloch vector in the waveguiding direction, making this
a compelling geometry for slow-light waveguides. The principal advantage of the method is that it does not rely on
a supercell, thus avoiding what is possibly the greatest source of inefficiency present in most of the other methods
that are used for modeling these structures. Instead, the method proceeds by placing an artificial source inside
each rod of the defect layer and then subsequently taking an appropriate field superposition to remove all but one
of these sources. The remaining source can then be used to mimic the fields that would be produced by a defect
rod. © 2011 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 260.0260, 260.2110, 050.0050, 050.1960.
1. INTRODUCTION
A photonic crystal’s (PC) ability to precisely manipulate light
stems from the existence of photonic bandgaps, that is, fre-
quency ranges over which the propagation of light along
specific directions is forbidden within the crystal. These band-
gaps, in turn, result from Bragg scattering due to the periodic
variations of the material index [1]. Thus, a PC whose refrac-
tive index varies periodically in three dimensions (3D), such
as a photonic woodpile [2–6] (see Fig. 1), can potentially sup-
press light propagation in all directions, irrespective of polar-
ization (known as a complete bandgap). Introducing a defect
by locally destroying the periodicity of the PC can create
defect modes that have frequencies lying within a bandgap,
where the fields of such modes are necessarily bound to
the defect, being unable to propagate far into the bulk crystal,
where the bandgap remains intact. This mechanism serves as
a basis for constructing photonic-crystal waveguides, where
the patterning of the PC must be sufficiently accurate in order
to minimize the amount of light that is scattered in directions
not confined by the bandgap. An area of great interest re-
cently, and where the elimination of parasitic scattering is cri-
tical, is the design of “slow-light” waveguides, whereby the
dispersion of the waveguide is engineered so that light enter-
ing the waveguide is slowed down dramatically, leading to a
host of compelling applications [7]. In this regime, extrinsic
losses become catastrophic [8,9], because the light has more
time to interact with the walls of the PC. For well-engineered
3D PCs, scattering losses arising from extrinsic factors, such
as surface roughness, can be prevented provided that the
bandgap is complete, and, hence, lossless waveguiding might
be achievable if losses arising from material absorption are
kept small.
In this paper we describe how the fictitious source super-
position (FSS) method can be applied to the problem of
modeling a cylindrical defect contained in a woodpile clad-
ding composed of infinitely long cylindrical scatterers (defect
structures incorporated into woodpiles and operating at
wavelengths near 1:55 μm have already been successfully rea-
lized using the wafer bonding technique [10], including wood-
pile waveguides [11,12]). In an earlier paper we described how
a semianalytic method, known as themultipole method, could
be extended to accommodate defect rods within a finite
woodpile cladding [13]. While that approach proved to be
an efficient way of modeling a CROW layer embedded in a
host woodpile, generating the dispersion curves for a linear
waveguide remained difficult because of the narrow linewidth
of the spectral features. Further, the method required a mod-
erately large supercell in the grating direction, and this offset
the benefits of expressing the electromagnetic field identities
in a natural basis for the problem. Indeed, every numerical
study of intentional defects in woodpiles, so far, has relied
heavily on a supercell approach (see, e.g., [14]), whereby per-
iodic boundary conditions are imposed at an arbitrary dis-
tance from the defect center. Specifically, the plane wave
expansion [15] (PWE) and finite-difference time-domain
[16] (FDTD) methods are used almost exclusively in the study
of these structures [11,12,17–20] (typically, the PWE method
is used to calculate the eigenmodes of the infinite stack, while
FDTD modeling is used to locate resonances of the truncated
stack and also to compute the temporal response of the wood-
pile to an input beam). For both of these methods, the super-
cell is used to artificially reduce the modeled domain to a size
that can be computed within a reasonable time. However, in-
creasing the size of the supercell, thereby making the struc-
ture more similar to the physical structure being modeled,
leads to rapidly increasing demands on computing time and
memory.
In earlier work, we developed FSS methods, which do not
rely on a supercell, to model modes that are highly extended,
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such as that happens when near the cutoff [21,22]. In this pa-
per, we generalize those techniques in order to avoid the com-
putational overhead associated with a supercell. The FSS
method instead relies on the placement of sources inside each
cylinder of the waveguide layer and then takes an appropriate
superposition of fields to mimic a finite number of defects in
an infinite array. This can be done efficiently because the mul-
tipole formulation lets one manipulate the outgoing fields di-
rectly; however, in doing so, one forgoes the ability to deal
with a finite number of layers. This is a new method capable
of producing accurate results when the fields of the defect
mode extend great distances into the 3D structure. The sub-
stantial performance gains realized by the FSS method meant
that it was possible to obtain well-resolved dispersion curves
for the linear waveguide, and also it allowed us to optimize the
waveguide geometry for operation in the slow-light regime,
which occurs when the group velocity, v ¼def∇kω, along the
waveguiding direction is small, that is, when vx ¼ ∂ω=∂kx
≪ c, where x is the direction parallel to the linear waveguide,
ω is the angular frequency, k is the Bloch vector, and c is the
speed of light in a vacuum. In one instance, we observed that
the slow-light condition was satisfied over a continuous inter-
val spanning ∼15% of the kx space.
In Section 2 it is shown how the FSS formulation of [21,22],
originally developed for 2D grating arrays, can be adapted to
model linear defects in 3D woodpiles; the principal difference
being that there is now a set of grating diffraction orders as-
sociated with the x direction in addition to the usual ones as-
sociated with the y direction (see [23] for a list of references to
early work on the use of fictitious sources in the study of 2D
systems of diffracting rods). The multipole theory for wood-
piles is lengthy and has appeared previously in [24,13]. In this
paper we have only included the parts of the multipole theory
that are of immediate relevance, and, for brevity, mathe-
matical descriptions of many of the terms appearing in the
multipole expressions have been omitted. However, where ne-
cessary, the notation has been kept consistent with that of
[13], which should be consulted if the precise definitions
are required, and the appropriate equation numbers of [13]
are referenced in the theory that follows. The measures that
were taken to test the correctness of our code are outlined in
Section 3, along with implementation notes. Results were ob-
tained for a chalcogenide woodpile waveguide, where the de-
fect size and refractive index were allowed to vary in turn, and
are presented in Section 4.
2. THEORY
A. Overview
The theory in this section is organized as follows. In
Section 2.B, multipole expressions for the fields produced
by a single grating are given, where a fictitious source, Qj ,
is embedded inside each cylinder of the grating. All of the mul-
tipole grating field identities remain the same as those in
[24,13], except possibly for the appearance of an additional
term representing the contribution of Qj to the fields. In par-
ticular, it will become apparent that the presence of fictitious
sources does not affect the expressions for the grating reflec-
tion and transmission matrices (R and T), which relate the
diffracted fields to the incoming fields.
Having obtained the modified grating expressions, the out-
going fields emanating from the grating are then expressed
purely in terms of the fictitious source coefficients. The ficti-
tious sources may then be chosen so as to mimic a cylinder
having a different size and refractive index from the original
one, in effect creating a defect. However, using the fictitious
sources to manipulate the outgoing fields of each cylinder in-
dependently from those of the other cylinders in the grating is
usually impractical, if not impossible. To this end, the problem
is formulated so that the sources are quasiperiodic. Preserving
the quasiperiodicity of the fields in this way also means that R
and T, along with the reflection matrix of the semi-infinite
cladding [24], R∞, can be brought to bear on the problem
of expressing the outgoing fields in terms of Qj .
This simplification leads to a conceptually straightforward
procedure for modeling a woodpile that contains a single de-
fect rod: one simply integrates the modified fields over the
quasiperiodic phase {the idea of integrating over the Brillouin
zone (BZ) in order to compute the defect modes of PCs is also
employed in the resolvent approach [25]}. For this to work,
further constraints must be imposed on Qj so that only those
sources contained in cylinders of our choosing will remain un-
changed by the superposition process, while all other sources
disappear. It happens that averaging the fields in this way
amounts to averaging the multipole field coefficients and, con-
sequently, the solution of the superposed problem is trivially
related to the solutions of the unsuperposed problems. The
details of the superposition step are given in Subsection 2.C.
B. Fictitious Source Superposition Grating Field
Identities
We first consider a single grating that consists of uniform cy-
linders that have a refractive index of nc and are embedded in
a background medium of refractive index nb (it is assumed
that the cylinders and background region are both isotropic).
Suppose an incoming plane wave, specified by the wave
vector k ¼ ðα0; β0;−γ0Þ, is incident from above the grating,
so that the components of k, in spherical coordinates, are
α0 ¼ knb sinφ cosϕ, β0 ¼ knb sinφ sinϕ and γ0 ¼ knb cosφ,
where the free-space wavenumber and wavelength are k ¼
2π=λ and λ, respectively, and where φ and ϕ are the conical
angles [see Fig. 2(a)].
A grating that is aligned parallel to the x axis, as in Fig. 2(b),
generates diffracted plane waves having a ky component of βq,
while a y-aligned grating generates plane waves having a kx
component of αp. Here, p and q are integers used to label
the usual grating diffraction orders (or “channels”): αp ¼ α0 þ
2πp=dx and βq ¼ β0 þ 2πq=dy, where dxðdyÞ is the pitch of any
Fig. 1. (Color online) Photonic woodpile: a linear waveguide can be
created by changing the properties of a single cylinder (red).
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grating aligned parallel to the y axis (x axis), although it is
typical to use a common pitch d ¼ dx ¼ dy, which we do here
for notational simplicity. A pair of integers ðp; qÞ can thus be
used to specify a single woodpile diffraction order, where it is
understood that this represents a plane wave having x and y
dependencies of expðiαpxÞ and expðiβqyÞ, respectively. A bi-
jective map σ:Z × Z → Z is required so that each diffraction
order ðp; qÞ ∈ Z2 can be uniquely identified using an index
s ∈ Z; in other words, s ¼ σðp; qÞ and ðp; qÞ ¼ σ−1ðsÞ. Each or-
der consists of an upward and a downward traveling wave,
i.e., having a z dependency of expðiγszÞ and expð−iγszÞ,
respectively, where γ2s ¼ ðknbÞ2 − ðα2p þ β2qÞ.
The theory in this section applies to gratings of either or-
ientation; however, in order to simplify the exposition, it is
assumed that the cylinders comprising the grating are aligned
parallel to the x axis. If, instead, the cylinders run parallel to
the y axis, then one simply uses a rotated coordinate system
ðx0; y0; z0Þ, with x0 ¼ y, y0 ¼ −x, z0 ¼ z0. In this case, the grating
diffraction orders are given by α0p and β0q, with the correspon-
dences α0p ¼ βp and β0q ¼ −α−q. Consequently, γ0ðp;qÞ ¼ γð−q;pÞ,
which means that channel ðp; qÞ of the rotated system corre-
sponds to channel ð−q; pÞ of the unrotated system. The map
σ0:Z × Z → Z associated with the rotated system must be cho-
sen so that the channel index “s” does not depend on the align-
ment of the grating; that is, so that s ¼ σ0ðp; qÞ ¼ σð−q; pÞ.
It is natural to express the fields impinging on any layer as
superpositions of upward and downward woodpile diffraction
orders, although we have yet to take into account the fact that,
in general, the electric and magnetic problems are coupled.
The most appropriate way to deal with this is to further re-
solve each order into TE and TM polarized components.
The fields can thus be represented succinctly as column
vectors of the form
f ¼




where þ and − denote fields propagating upward and down-
ward, respectively, and where f TEs is the TE component of the
sth order, and f TMs is the TM component [13].
In order to use the multipole method to determine the fields
inside the grating, pmust first be fixed; in effect projecting the
problem onto the yz plane [24]. The multipole method is also
used to determine the diffracted fields fD;p, where p is used to








in which ðp; qÞ ¼ σ−1ðsÞ and q ¼ …;−1; 0; 1;…. In the vicinity
of the cylinders, it is valid to expand the longitudinal compo-
nents of the fields, i.e., Ex (electric) and Hx (magnetic), in
terms of cylindrical harmonics. Suppose r ¼ ðρ; θ; xÞ is a point
(expressed in cylindrical coordinates) exterior to cylinder j.





½Aj;Vp;nJnðke⊥ρÞ þ Bj;Vp;nHnðke⊥ρÞeinθeiαpx; ð3Þ
with V ¼ E and V ¼ H in turn, where ke⊥ ¼ ½ðknbÞ2 − α2p1=2 is
the transverse wavenumber of the exterior fields, and Jn and
Hn are Bessel and Hankel functions of the first kind, respec-
tively. Equation (3) has a simple physical interpretation, with
the Bessel functions representing the incoming fields and the
Hankel functions representing the outgoing fields sourced on
the boundary of cylinder j. When there are no fictitious
sources, the multipole coefficients are quasiperiodic, so that
Aj;Vp;n ¼ A0;Vp;n expðiβ0jdÞ and Bj;Vp;n ¼ B0;Vp;n expðiβ0jdÞ. In this case,





where ki⊥ ¼ ½ðkncÞ2 − α2p1=2 is the transverse wavenumber of
the interior fields, and Cj;Vp;n ¼ C0;Vp;n expðiβ0jdÞ.
We may assume, without loss of generality, that j ¼ 0. The
incoming fields (A0;Vn ) and the outgoing fields (B
0;V
n ) are
related through the Rayleigh identity
Ap ¼ SpBp þ J −pZX−pf −I;p þ J þp ZXþp fþI;p; ð5Þ
with Ap ¼ ½ ½A0;Ep;n T ½A0;Hp;n T T , Bp ¼ ½ ½B0;Ep;n T ½B0;Hp;n T T , where
the superscript T denotes the matrix transpose and the row
index n ranges over all multipole orders (hence,Ap and Bp are
column vectors). Here, J p ZXp converts the incoming plane
wave fields, fI;p, into cylindrical harmonics {see Eq. (12) and
Appendix A of [13]}, while SpBp accounts for the contribution
to the incoming fields due to the outgoing fields sourced on
the cylinder and each of its periodic replicates in the layer.
The expressions for the entries of Sp are given by Eqs. (A3)
and (A4) of [13].
By requiring that the tangential components Eθ,Hθ, Ex, and
Ex be continuous across the cylinder boundaries, a second
equation relating Ap to Bp is obtained
Ap ¼ −MpBp; ð6Þ
where Mp completely encapsulates the material properties
(i.e., refractive index and size of the cylinders); see, e.g.,
Fig. 2. (a) Spherical coordinates of the wave vector k ¼ ðkx; ky; kzÞ.
(b) Successive unit cells of a grating whose cylinders are parallel to
the x axis, with j indexing the cylinders in order of increasing displa-
cement along the y axis.
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Appendix B of [13]. Equations (5) and (6) allow Bp to be
expressed purely in terms of the incoming fields
Bp ¼ −LpJ −pZX−pf −I;p − LpJ þp ZXþp fþI;p; ð7Þ
where Lp ¼ ðMp þ SpÞ−1 is the multipole scattering operator.
Naturally, the diffracted plane wave fields incident on the
grating, fD;p, may be expressed in terms of the incoming plane
waves and the outgoing multipole fields. Specifically, it can be
shown that
f −D;p ¼ f −I;p þ ð2=dÞGpðZX−pÞ−1K−pBp; ð8Þ
fþD;p ¼ fþI;p þ ð2=dÞGpðZXþp Þ−1Kþp Bp; ð9Þ
where ðZXp Þ−1Kp converts the multipole fields back into
plane waves {see Eq. (17) and Appendix B of [13]} and Gp








Gp ¼ diag½1=γs, and s ¼ σðp; qÞ with p fixed, see Eqs. (31)
and (47) of [24]. The derivation of the normalization term,
Gp, is not given here as it is quite lengthy and requires some
familiarity with the energy conservation properties of the
multipole method (these properties are discussed in detail
in Subsection 3.A of [26]). Substituting the multipole fields
of Eq. (7) into the two equations above gives the explicit re-
lationships between the incoming and diffracted fields inci-
dent on the grating
f −D;p ¼ T p;af −I;p þRp;bfþI;p; ð11Þ
fþD;p ¼ Rp;af −I;p þ T p;bfþI;p; ð12Þ
whereRp and T p are the reflection and transmission matrices
associated with the fields incoming from above (subscript a)
and below (subscript b) the grating [see Eqs. (B1) and (B2) of
Appendix B].
When fictitious sources are placed inside each cylinder, the




½Cj;Vp;nJnðki⊥ρÞ þ Qj;Vp;nHnðki⊥ρÞeinθeiαpx; ð13Þ
see Eq. (4), where Qj;Vp;n are the fictitious source coefficients.
Further, the sources are chosen to be quasiperiodic, i.e.,
Qj;Vp;n ¼ Q0;Vp;n expðiβ0jdÞ. This ensures that the exterior fields
retain their quasiperiodicity, and, hence, the form of the
Rayleigh identity, Eq. (5), does not change. Equation (6),
and thus Eq. (7), gain an additional term involving Qp ¼
½ ½Q0;Ep;n T ½Q0;Hp;n T T , so that instead
Ap ¼ −ðMpBp þN pQpÞ; ð14Þ
Bp ¼ Y−pf −I;p þ Yþp fþI;p þ YfspQp; ð15Þ
where Yfsp ¼ −LpN p and, for convenience, we define Yp ¼
−LpJ p ZXp (expressions for N p are given in Appendix A).
Equations (8) and (9) remain valid, with Bp now given by
Eq. (15), thus, Eqs. (11) and (12) can be generalized to
f −D;p ¼ T p;af −I;p þRp;bfþI;p þQ−pQp; ð16Þ
fþD;p ¼ Rp;af −I;p þ T p;bfþI;p þQþpQp; ð17Þ
with Qp ¼ −ð2=dÞðZXp Þ−1KpLpN p.
In order to (uniformly) change the material parameters of
the cylinders of the grating when there are no fictitious
sources, we need only change the boundary condition matrix
Mp appearing in Eq. (6). Hence, if M^p is the matrix for the
new parameters, Eq. (6) becomes
Ap ¼ −M^pBp: ð18Þ
Evidently, if we instead wish to use the fictitious sources to
mimic these new parameters, then Qp must be chosen in a
way so as to satisfy both Eqs. (14) and (18). This leads to
the first of twomain relationships between the outgoing fields,
i.e., Bp, and the sources Qp
Bp ¼ HpQp; ð19Þ
where
Hp ¼ ðM^p −MpÞ−1N pQp:
Coupling of the fields between adjacent layers of the wood-
pile occurs via fI;p and f

D;p, i.e., via Eqs. (11) and (12), for clad-
ding layers, and Eqs. (16) and (17), for gratings containing
fictitious sources (see Fig. 3). Further, mixing occurs between
different channels, so that the incoming fields fI;p result from
scattered fields produced by all other layers, where these scat-
tered fields are radiating in all channels, rather than just in
channel p (this must be so, as channel p for x-aligned gratings
is physically different from channel p for y-aligned gratings).
The field equations for different values of p are thus coupled
and must be solved simultaneously. All of the expressions
Fig. 3. The incoming (fI ) and diffracted fields (f

D), as well as
the reflection (R) and transmission (T) matrices associated with
the waveguide layer. Each cylinder of the layer contains a fictitious
source (Qj;Vn ). The phases of f must be adjusted in order to give the
waveguide layer an artificial thickness h equal to the distance between
adjacent layers. The phase-adjusted fields are given by FI and F

D .
This procedure also necessitates an additional pair of scattering ma-
trices, so that there are two such matrices associated with the top
surface of the waveguide (~Ra and ~Ta) and another two associated with
the bottom surface (~Rb and ~Tb). The semi-infinite cladding regions
below and above the waveguide layer are characterized by the R∞
and R0∞ reflection matrices.
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derived so far can be generalized systematically to take this
channel mixing into account.
Starting with Eqs. (11) and (12), it is apparent that analo-
gous relationships must also hold between the total diffracted
and incoming fields, i.e.,
f −D ¼ Taf −I þ RbfþI ; ð20Þ
fþD ¼ Raf −I þ TbfþI ; ð21Þ
where the total fields f have the form of Eq. (1), rather than
that of Eq. (2), so that p is no longer fixed, and where R and T
are the general reflection and transmission matrices [see
Eqs. (B3) and (B4) of Appendix B]. Similarly, Eqs. (16),
(17), (15), and (19) generalize to
f −D ¼ Taf −I þ RbfþI þQ−Q; ð22Þ
fþD ¼ Raf −I þ TbfþI þQþQ; ð23Þ
B ¼ Y−f−I þ YþfþI þ Yf sQ; ð24Þ







QVp ¼ ½Q0;Vp;n , with B similarly defined, and where the blocks of
Q, Y, Yf s andH are constructed from the blocks ofQp , Yp ,
Yf sp , and Hp, respectively, in a manner analogous to the con-
struction of R and T.
Equations (22)–(25) are the main results of this section, and
they generalize the corresponding FSS expressions for 2D
grating stacks reported in Subsection 2.D of [21]. These rela-
tionships, along with Eqs. (20) and (21) allow one to find the
incoming fields (now the modes of an infinite structure) in
Eq. (24) in terms of Q, establishing a second linear relation-
ship, B ¼ ZQ, between B and Q, and thus determining Q.
C. Formulation for a Linear Waveguide
The simplest defect that can bemodeled using the FSSmethod
is onewhere the properties of just a single cylinder of thewood-
pile are changed (as inFig. 1). Fictitious sources are first placed
in each cylinder of the waveguide layer, using the procedure
just described. Thus, initially, the defect is one-dimensional
in that the sourcesmodify the entire rowof cylinders uniformly
to create a defect that is localized only in the z direction. While
this means that the woodpile is no longer periodic in this direc-
tion, the periodicity in the x and y directions is preserved.
Hence, a field expansion in terms of woodpile diffraction or-
ders is still valid, where the kx and ky components of the wave
vector (i.e., kx ≡ α0 and ky ≡ β0) are now used to specify a
mode having wavenumber k, and the diffraction orders are
now interpreted as being modes whose Bloch vector differ
from (kx, ky) only by a reciprocal lattice vector. The fields
of the woodpile are then integrated over one dimension of
the BZ, thereby leaving a fictitious source only in a single rod.
Let k and the in-plane wave vector (kx, ky) be fixed. The
incoming fields must first be expressed in terms of Q. It is
necessary to apply a symmetrical padding to the waveguide
layer, giving the layer an artificial thickness of h equal to
the distance between adjacent layers. The phase origin of the
fields incident above (below) the grating must, thus, be shifted
upward (downward) by an amount h=2. This is achieved by
replacing fI and f

D in Eqs. (22) and (23) with
FI ¼ P−1fI ; FD ¼ PfD; ð27Þ







with P ¼ diag½expðiγsh=2Þ. These phase-adjusted fields satis-
fy relationships analogous to Eqs. (22) and (23). Specifically, it
follows immediately from Eqs. (22), (23), and (27) that
F−D ¼ ~TaF−I þ ~RbFþI þ PQ−Q; ð29Þ
FþD ¼ ~RaF−I þ ~TbFþI þ PQþQ; ð30Þ
where ~R ¼ PRP and ~T ¼ PTP are the corresponding reflec-
tion and transmission matrices. The phase origins of the fields
f and F are depicted in Fig. 3, along with the scattering ma-
trices associated with each surface of the waveguide layer.
In a partial or complete bandgap, the semi-infinite cladding
immediately above and below the waveguide layer acts as a
mirror. For such frequencies, it is possible to characterize the
reflection from the cladding using another reflection matrix,
R∞, which is found from a Bloch mode analysis of the bulk
woodpile. Obtaining the Bloch modes, in turn, only requires
knowledge of the grating scattering matrices [24]. In order
to induce a complete bandgap, consecutive pairs of gratings
must be interleaved (the stacking unit comprises four layers
rather than two). Consequently, the reflection matrix for the
cladding below the waveguide layer (R∞) is different from the
reflection matrix for the cladding above (R0∞). The fields re-
flected back by the cladding are simply
FþI ¼ R∞F−D; F−I ¼ R0∞FþD: ð31Þ
Equations (29)–(31) are then solved to find the incoming
fields, which are found to be
FI ¼ DQ; ð32Þ
where
D ¼ ðI −G∓~TGÞ−1ðG∓~TGQ þG∓Q∓Þ; ð33Þ
G− ¼ ðI − R∞ ~RÞ−1R∞, Gþ ¼ ðI − R0∞ ~RÞ−1R0∞, and where we
have made use of the fact that for up–down symmetric grat-
ings ~Ra ¼ ~Rb¼def ~R and ~Ta ¼ ~Tb¼def~T. Equations (24), (27), and
(32) allow B to be expressed in the form
B ¼ ZQ; ð34Þ
with
Z ¼ ðY−PD− þ YþPDþ þ Yf sÞQ: ð35Þ
Equations (25) and (34) completely determine the fictitious
source coefficients, which are the solutions of
ðZ −HÞQ ¼ 0: ð36Þ
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Suppose that the cylinders of the waveguide layer are
aligned parallel to the x axis, hence ky and kx are the compo-
nents of k that are associated with the axis of the waveguide
layer and with the direction parallel to the cylinders of this
layer, respectively, as in Fig. 2(b), i.e., kx ≡ α0 and ky ≡ β0.
When an average of the fields of the entire woodpile is taken
with respect to ky, where ky lies in the first BZ, the FSS multi-
pole field expansions for the waveguide layer [Eqs. (3) and
(13)] remain valid (as k⊥ does not depend on ky), except with
the averaged coefficients hAj;Vn i, hBj;Vn i, hCj;Vn i, and hQj;Vn i used




n , and Q
j;V
n , where the averaging op-







The coefficientsQ0;Vn [i.e., of the j ¼ 0 cylinder, see Eq. (13)]
are chosen to be constant with respect to ky. This constraint,
along with the quasiperiodicity requirement, ensures that all
fictitious sources in cylinders j ≠ 0 disappear as a result of the
averaging procedure, while the source in cylinder j ¼ 0 is un-
affected, because
hQj;Vn i ¼ Q0;Vn heiβ0jdi ¼

Q0;Vn ; for j ¼ 0




see Eq. (26). Consequently, Q can be used to control the out-
going fields, hB0;Vn i, or, equivalently, hBi, emanating from only
the j ¼ 0 cylinder. It follows immediately from Eq. (25) that
hBi ¼ hHQi ¼ HQ;
which relies on the fact that the boundary conditions do not
depend on ky, and so H ¼ hHi. Furthermore, applying the
averaging operator to Eq. (34) yields
hBi ¼ hZQi ¼ hZiQ;
hence, the choice ofQ that produces the mimicked fields, hBi,
is given by
hZðk; kxÞ −Hðk; kxÞiQ ¼ 0; ð37Þ
see Equation (36). Evidently, searching for the defect modes
of the linear waveguide amounts to determining the values of
k and kx for which Eq. (37) has nontrivial solutions, i.e., the
values for which the coefficient matrix hZ −Hi is singular
(this can be ascertained, for example, by examining the deter-
minant or the singular values).
3. IMPLEMENTATION AND VERIFICATION
In this section we discuss several considerations that are of
practical significance. In addition, we use our supercell formu-
lation [13] to verify our FSS code, and we also investigate the
rate of convergence of the FSS method. The most important
aspect of any FSS implementation is the discretization of the
integral in Eq. (37). For simplicity, we used the trapezoidal
rule to carry out the integration. However, as an artifact of
using the trapezoidal rule, fictitious sources Q are left in
every N unit cells, where N is the number of subintervals used
for the numerical integration over the ky direction of the BZ,
thereby imposing a supercell spanning N cylinders onto the
defect layer (this artifact can be avoided by using a different
integration rule, e.g., Gaussian quadrature). Consequently, N
must be large enough to ensure that the amount of coupling
between the fields of adjacent supercells is negligible.
Further, when N is even, the sign of Q is positive, which re-
sults in a periodic defect that repeats every N cylinders, i.e., a
CROW. This behavior provides a means for testing the correct-
ness of our implementation because this type of structure can
be modeled directly, albeit much less efficiently, using our
supercell formulation [13]. Using Eqs. (20), (21), and (31),
it is straightforward to demonstrate that the outgoing fields,
FD , incident on the waveguide layer satisfy
ðI − E∓EÞFD ¼ 0; ð38Þ
with
E− ¼ ðI − ~RaR0∞Þ−1~TbR∞;
Eþ ¼ ðI − ~RbR∞Þ−1~TaR0∞;
and where ~R and ~T are now the scattering matrices corre-
sponding to a grating whose every Nsth cylinder has been al-
tered. As usual, one searches for values of k and kx for which
nontrivial solutions exist (ky is redundant in this case). The
equivalence of Eq. (38), i.e., the supercell method, and the
FSS method using the trapezoidal rule can be seen in the re-
sults shown in Fig. 4 for the supercell method with Ns ¼ 4 and
for the FSS method with N ¼ 4. Note that computing R∞ for
larger values of Ns is prohibitively costly; thus, Eq. (38) is not
suitable for locating the modes of a linear waveguide.
The overall running time of the FSS method is determined
by the cost of computing hZ −Hi, which in turn is determined
largely by the cost associated with constructingR∞ and R0∞ for
each mesh point of the numerical integration rule. Thus, the
overall running time of the FSS method is linearly propor-
tional to the number of mesh points. Hence, if the trapezoidal
rule is used, then the overall running time of the FSS method is
OðNÞ. This cost can be halved by observing that for a linear
Fig. 4. (Color online) Comparison of the dispersion curves, com-
puted using the FSS method with N ¼ 4, 10, and 40 integration inter-
vals, for the linear waveguide. The radius of the defect rod is 0:075d
(i.e., half that of the cladding rods). The frequency at the point labeled
A, which corresponds to kx ¼ 2:075=d, is listed in Table 1 for different
truncation parameters and for different values of N . Mode frequencies
computed using Eq. (38) with a supercell containing Ns ¼ 4 cylinders
are shown for comparison with the N ¼ 4 curve computed using the
FSS method. Note that if the trapezoidal rule is used to carry out the
integration (as it is here), then the FSS method is equivalent to the
supercell method when Ns ¼ N .
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waveguide, these reflection matrices are related via a similar-
ity transform
R0∞ ¼ SR∞S−1; ð39Þ
where the similarity transform displaces the rods of the upper
cladding by a distance d=2 (or more generally by an amount δ)
in the direction parallel to the defect rod. That is, S is a







with S ¼ diag½expð−iηsδÞ, so that if ðp; qÞ ¼ σ−1ðsÞ, then ηs⊥ ¼
αp if the defect runs parallel to the x axis and ηs ¼ βq
otherwise.
Many of the matrices appearing in the preceding theory are
sparse, and so the matrix algebra routines can be optimized to
take advantage of this. In particular, the boundary condition
matrices used to construct H are sparse and particularly sim-
ple in structure, making H inexpensive to compute. Thus,
once hZi has been computed, hZ −HiQ ¼ 0 can be solved
for very little additional cost. Because the material parameters
of the defect rod are completely encapsulated in H, the fre-
quencies of the defect modes can be determined quickly
for many different values of these parameters (however,
the positions of the defects are fixed).
The dispersion curves for the linear waveguide are pre-
sented in the next section. These were computed with the
FSS method, where the integration step was carried out using
the trapezoidal rule with N ¼ 40 integration intervals and
where the diffraction orders and multipole orders were trun-
cated to pmax ¼ 5 and nmax ¼ 5, respectively, i.e., so that
−pmax ≤ p, q ≤ pmax and −nmax ≤ n ≤ nmax, with n as defined
in Eq. (3). Table 1 shows how the frequency of the mode
in Fig. 4 varies for different choices of pmax, nmax, and N ,
where the Bloch vector kx ¼ 2:075=d is fixed (i.e., near the
turning point, labeled A in Fig. 4). For pmax ¼ 5, nmax ¼ 5,
and N ¼ 40, the error is less than 1% of the width of the com-
plete bandgap, which spans the normalized frequencies
0:4990 ≤ d=λ ≤ 0:5245 (the parameters of the woodpile are gi-
ven in the next section).
4. RESULTS
For the following, the radii and refractive indices of the cylin-
ders of the unperturbed woodpile are r ¼ 0:15d and nc ¼ 2:68
(chalcogenide glass), while the background refractive index is
nb ¼ 1. The interlayer spacing is h ¼ 0:3002d, so that the cy-
linders in adjacent layers are almost touching, and each pair of
consecutive layers is offset laterally by a distance d=2 in both
the x and y directions with respect to pairs immediately above
and below it. The cladding has a complete bandgap that lies
above the light line knb ¼ kx, with 0 ≤ kx ≤ π=d. Further, the
complete gap spans the normalized frequencies 0:4990 ≤
d=λ ≤ 0:5245. For these frequencies, the confinement of any
mode propagating along the waveguide is due entirely to
the bandgap. The BZ integration was carried out using the tra-
pezoidal rule. While this imposes an artificial supercell onto
the defect layer (as discussed earlier), the size of the supercell
can be increased at little additional computational expense.
In the first instance, a linear waveguide was created by de-
creasing the radius, rd, of a single cylinder of an otherwise
uniform woodpile. Figure 4 shows part of the dispersion curve
of one of the modes for rd ¼ 0:5r, where the curve was com-
puted using the FSS method with 40 integration intervals.
Figure 4 also shows the dispersion curves as computed using
N ¼ 4 and N ¼ 10. Note that using N ¼ 10 effectively models
a grating supercell containing only 10 cylinders yet there is
still good agreement with the values obtained using N ¼ 40
intervals, indicating that the lateral confinement of the modes
is quite strong.
Figure 5 shows the dispersion curves for each mode and for
several values of rd, where the curves were computed using
the FSS method with N ¼ 40 integration subintervals. For
each value of rd there is a pair of defect modes inside the
bandgap. As is to be expected, decreasing rd, and hence re-
moving some dielectric, has the effect of increasing the fre-
quency of the defect modes. The behavior of the modes for
any given rd is quite different from that of typical waveguiding
modes of planar PC waveguides in that one of the two modes
displays unusual quartic dispersion. Furthermore, the two
modes become degenerate precisely at the BZ edge (i.e., at
kxd=π ¼ 1:0). This degeneracy has previously been observed
in woodpile waveguides structures [11,12,18–20], and it can be
attributed to the fact that the waveguide possesses glide-
reflection symmetry in the waveguiding direction [27], i.e.,
the waveguide is invariant under the transformation ðz→ −zÞ,
ðx → xþ d=2Þ. Further, the frequency of the quartic mode
decreases more rapidly than that of the quadratic mode as
rd increases. Thus, because the frequencies of these two
Table 1. Convergence of the (Normalized)
Frequencies, d=λ, Near Point A of Fig. 4, with
kx2:075=d Being Fixed
d=λ pmax nmax N
0.516643 3 9 80
0.516275 4 9 80
0.516161 5 5 40
0.516122 5 7 40
0.516120 5 9 40
0.516115 5 9 80
0.516059 6 7 80
0.516035 7 7 80
Fig. 5. (Color online) Dispersion curves for the linear waveguide for
different values of rd, which specifies the radius of the defect rod.
Here, r is the radius of the cladding rods. Note that the complete
bandgap of the cladding spans the normalized frequencies
0:4990 ≤ d=λ ≤ 0:5245.
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modes are always the same at the edge of the BZ, the disper-
sion curve of the quartic mode can be made to cross that of the
quadratic mode simply by making rd sufficiently large (speci-
fically, by choosing rd=r ≳ 0:6). We found that defect modes
appeared as soon rd ≠ r, and that for shallow defects
(rd=r≳ 0:95), the corresponding dispersion curves are flat
and very close to the low-frequency edge of the bandgap. Note
that for such small perturbations, the defect modes necessa-
rily become highly extended, and, thus, it is extremely diffi-
cult, if not impossible, to use a supercell approach to model
a shallow defect, whereas the FSS method is well suited for
the task.
Furthermore, for rd ¼ 0:5r, there is a region near the edge
of the BZ (0:85≲ kxd=π ≤ 1:0, which corresponds to about
15% of the BZ) over which the frequency of the higher branch
is almost constant, d=λ ≈ 0:5090, and quite close to the middle
of the bandgap. This region meets the slow-light criterion
vx=c ≪ 1, and, for example, can thus be exploited to enhance
nonlinear optical processes, because chalcogenide glass exhi-
bits a strong nonlinear response [28]. The electric and mag-
netic energy densities for point B of Fig. 5 are shown in
Fig. 6 for planes x=d ¼ 0:0 and x=d ¼ 0:25, where x is the di-
rection parallel to the defect rod. Note that point B corre-
sponds to kxd=π ¼ 1:0 and d=λ ≈ 0:5091, and it lies inside
the slow-light region for rd ¼ 0:5r. For both the lateral and
stacking directions, there is strong localization of the electric
and magnetic fields. In particular, the electric field for x=d ¼
0:25 is similar to that of a waveguiding mode of a photonic-
crystal fiber. The energy flux in the waveguiding direction,
i.e., Sx, where S ¼ ReðE ×HÞ=2 is the Poynting vector, is
shown in Fig. 7 for planes x=d ¼ 0:0 and x=d ¼ 0:25, with
kx fixed at point B as before. The magnitude of Sx is greatest
in the vicinity of the defect rod; however, in this region Sx as-
sumes positive values as often as it does negative values; thus
the net flux is approximately zero, leading to a low group ve-
locity (vx) along the waveguide. Figure 7 also shows Sx at
point C (d=λ ¼ 0:5105, kx ¼ 0:8π=d) indicated in Fig. 5. This
point lies on the same dispersion curve as point B (i.e., on
the high-frequency branch of the curve for rd ¼ 0:5r); how-
ever, unlike point B, point C does not lie inside the slow-light
region, and it can be seen that Sx is largely negative when
x=d ¼ 0:25, resulting in a relatively large vx. Also shown in
Fig. 7 are plots of Sx for point D (d=λ ¼ 0:5102, kx ¼ 0:8π=d)
of Fig. 5. This point lies on the low-frequency branch of the
quadratic dispersion curve for rd ¼ 0:5r, and it can be seen
for this mode that Sx is mostly positive, and, while much of
the energy is transported along the defect rod, there is con-
siderable flux along the rods on either side of the defect.
Further, the flux is only appreciable in the waveguide layer
and in the layers immediately above and below it.
We have also modeled a waveguide that was created by de-
creasing only the refractive index, nd, of a single rod, while
Fig. 6. (Color online) Plots of the energy density, ε∥E∥2, of the elec-
tric field [(a) and (b)], and of the energy density, μ∥H∥2, of the mag-
netic field [(c) and (d)] for the linear waveguide for the “slow-light”
point, i.e., point B (kxd=π ¼ 1:0, d=λ ≈ 0:5091), indicated in Fig. 5,
where εðy; zÞ and μðy; zÞ are the relative permittivity and relative per-
meability. The view looks down the defect rod—the radius of which is
rd ¼ 0:5r. Plots (a) and (c) are for the plane x=d ¼ 0:0, where x is the
direction parallel to the defect rod. Plots (b) and (d) are for the plane
x=d ¼ 0:25.
Fig. 7. (Color online) Plot of ReðSxÞ for points B [parts (a) and (b)]
(Media 1), C [parts (c) and (d)] (Media 2), and D [parts (e) and (f)]
(Media 3) of Fig. 5, where Sx is the x component of the Poynting vec-
tor. The view looks down the defect rod, the radius of which is
rd ¼ 0:5r. Plots (a), (c), and (e) are for the plane x=d ¼ 0:0, where
x is the direction parallel to the defect rod. Plots (b), (d), and (f)
are for the plane x=d ¼ 0:25. Animations that show how ReðSxÞ varies
as x moves along the defect rod are available online.
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leaving the radius of the rod unchanged. The dispersion
curves for this structure are shown in Fig. 8. Decreasing
nd, so that nb < nd < nc, has an effect similar to reducing the
radius of the defect, with lower nd resulting in a higher fre-
quency (both types of defects are “acceptor-type” defects,
which are created by removing some dielectric; see, e.g.,
[20]). Once again, we observe the appearance of a slow-light
mode at the edge of the BZ. In particular, the breadth of the
slow-light region is maximized for nd=nc ≈ 0:575. For 0:90≲
nd=nc < 1:0, i.e., for reasonably small perturbations, the de-
fect modes have frequencies very close to the low-frequency
edge of the bandgap, as was the case when rd ≈ r. The degen-
eracy of the defect modes at the edge of the BZ (i.e., at
kx ¼ π=d) is again evident because the defect preserves the
glide-reflection symmetry of the waveguide.
5. CONCLUSION
We have extended the FSS method so that it can be used to
model linear defects in woodpiles. Our results indicate that
creating a defect by decreasing the filling fraction of a single
rod always results in defect states, even when the perturba-
tion is only about 1%. Further, the symmetry of the woodpile
structure means that the waveguiding modes are always de-
generate at the edge of the BZ. The efficiency of the method
was such that we were able to vary the parameters of the de-
fect rod in a continuous manner. It was found that choosing
the radius of the defect to be half that of the cladding rods
resulted in a waveguide having very flat dispersion over
∼15% of BZ. In PC waveguides, scattering losses due to extrin-
sic factors appear to scale inversely with group velocity [8],
and, consequently, fabricating a PC waveguide that is capable
of operating in the slow-light regime is problematic. Extrinsic
scattering losses in planar PC waveguides arise from back-
scattering and out-of-plane scattering, where in-plane scatter-
ing losses can be mitigated by increasing the number of layers
of the periodic pattern. For the waveguide considered here,
the complete bandgap of the woodpile cladding can be used
to eliminate out-of-plane scattering, making this a compelling
geometry for slow-light waveguides, provided that the amount
of backscattering is only moderate. The importance of back-
scattering in slow-light woodpile waveguides remains an open
question; however, quantifying the amount of backscattering
is beyond the scope of this paper.
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APPENDIX A: EXPRESSIONS FOR THE
FICTITIOUS SOURCE SUPERPOSITION
BOUNDARY CONDITION MATRIX
The matrix N encapsulating the boundary conditions for the
fictitious sources [see Eq. (14)] is a 2 by 2 block matrix, where







Furthermore, each block is diagonal, so wemay use n to index
the elements of a given block. The label “I” denotes quantities
that depend on the properties of the background region, while
“II” denotes quantities that depend on the material properties
of the cylinder. Let r be the radius of the cylinder, and let εj
and μj be the permittivity and permeability, respectively, of
region j (i.e., j ¼ I or j ¼ II). If k⊥j is the transverse wavenum-
ber inside region j, so that k2
⊥j
¼ k2εjμj − α2p, then the diagonal
entries of the blocks are
NEEn ¼ η3ðIIÞJ2H=Δ; ðA2Þ
NHHn ¼ η2ðIIÞJ3H=Δ; ðA3Þ
NEHn ¼ η2ðIIÞ½η1ðIÞ − η1ðIIÞH=Δ; ðA4Þ
NHEn ¼ η3ðIIÞ½η1ðIÞ − η1ðIIÞH=Δ; ðA5Þ
where η1ðjÞ ¼ −αpn=½ðk⊥jÞ2r, η2ðjÞ ¼ −ikμj=k⊥j , η3ðjÞ ¼
ikεj=k⊥j ,



















APPENDIX B: GRATING SCATTERING
MATRICES
The scattering matrices appearing in Eqs. (11) and (12) are
partitioned into blocks appropriately, so that
Fig. 8. (Color online) Dispersion curves for the linear waveguide
for different values of nd, which specifies the refractive index of
the defect rod. The refractive index of the cladding rods is nc ¼
2:68 (chalcogenide glass).






















þ T V;TMqoqi f TMþI;ðp;qiÞ: ðB2Þ
Here, V specifies the polarization of the output field (i.e.,
either TE or TM), ðp; qoÞ is the output channel, with p fixed
(as usual) and qo arbitrary, and ðp; qiÞ specifies an input chan-
nel and the summation is taken over the set of all the input
channels that have an x dependency of expðiαpxÞ.
Similarly, R (and also T) appearing in Eqs. (20) and (21) is




















þ TV;TMsosi f TMþI;si ;
ðB4Þ
where again V ¼ TE or TM, so ¼ σðpo; qoÞ is the output chan-
nel; however, now po also assumes arbitrary values, si ¼
σðpi; qiÞ is the input channel, and the summation is taken over
all input channels. Note that the choice of which bijection to
use (i.e., either σ or σ0) depends on the orientation of the rods.
The elements of RTE;TE, for example, are taken directly from
each RTE;TEpo of Eq. (B1) according to (the subscript po is used
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